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入门篇 (实战篇) (A) be just the formality ----gt. pass by (A) (A) be

worse ----gt. (B) get sth. from (A) (A) get sth. done ----gt. should

(A) before (B) (A) ride with (B) ----gt. (A) can use (B)’s sth. later

(A) tell (B) a day ahead of time what (A) need. ----gt. (B) won’t be

able to go someplace (A) wouldn’t have gone to someplace ----gt.

have financial trouble (every) once in a while // (every) now and

then // every so often ----gt. (parking) place ... and ..., too ----gt.

suggest // recommend // should // can // may // would like // Please

..。 3 quarters of a block ----gt. two days www.Ｅxamda.CoM考试

就到百考试题 65 bucks ----gt. She is relieved that a beach person

----gt. get used to a couple of ----gt. art and technology a few days

late // out of question ----gt. time to decide a good change of pace

----gt. not fit a large waist ----gt. another flight a little forgetful ----gt.

worn-out a lost cause // have one’s heart on sth. ----gt. very brave a

lot of time // only every spare time ----gt. too much a million times

----gt. The membership fee is lower。 a small group ----gt. an

extinct bird a week from tomorrow ----gt. when I speak accept

----gt. listen to any explanation accept the charges ----gt. be used to

adding a new wing ----gt. respect advisor ----gt. cheap after all

----gt. often agency ----gt. contract Ah, nuts. ----gt. in advance air

conditioning ----gt. He didn’t buy anything。 all sorts of different

things ----gt. develop skills useful in other activities all those hours of



practice ----gt. always // frequently // many times // again and again

// time and time again almost everyone ----gt. by oneself already

----gt. never miss always put things off until the last minute ----gt.

usually so empty American Indian Dance Theater ----gt. used to

work with angry ----gt. next another delay ----gt. take the call

anxious // bear up well ----gt. (very) soon // in on time apartment

complex ----gt. try for appointment // calendar ----gt. appropriate
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